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1 Introduction
The Gaussian Markov random field (GMRF) models has been used extensively in
spatial statistics for data observed on grids. See for example Cressie (1993); Banerjee
et al. (2004), and the references therein. Typical application areas include epidemi-
ology, environmetrics, ecology, econometrics, and social science. Most of the analysis
of spatial data using GMRF are based on strict stationarity assumptions which are
necessary for one to use standard estimation methods. However, the stationarity as-
sumption rarely holds in practice. Modelling non-stationarity is important when the
objective of a study is to gain some insight about the dependence structure across
the grid and how they vary in space. It can also improve the quality of spatial pre-
diction when serious deviation from the stationarity assumption is presented in the
data. While the mean nonstationarity can often be handled using detrending meth-
ods, it is more difficult to model the covariance nonstationarity, and few work in the
statistics literature has addressed this problem for spatial GMRF. This is in sharp
contrast with the amount of literature on spatial non-stationary models for general
Gaussian random fields (GRF) (see, for example, Sampson and Guttorp (1992); Hig-
don et al. (1999); Fuentes and Smith (2001); Paciorek and Schervish (2006); Stein
(2005); Pintore and Holmes (2003)).
In this paper we propose a nonparametric penalized likelihood method to iden-
tify spatial GMRF model through estimation of the precision matrix when multiple
realizations of the GMRF are available. Our method does not need any stationarity
assumption in space. By allowing for irregular zero patterns in the precision matrix,
our method is effective for modelling the variation in neighborhood size and strength
of correlation across the space.
Estimation of the precision matrix using penalized likelihood with different penal-
ties has been studied in the context of longitudinal data analysis (Huang et al., 2006;
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Levina and Zhu, 2006) and graphical models (Meinshusen and Buhlmann, 2006; Yuan
and Lin, 2007). The estimation of precision matrix for spatial data is more difficult
than that for time series data because there is no natural ordering of the observa-
tions, while it is easier than estimating the precision matrix in graphical models since
one can use the location information of the spatial observations. The basic idea of
our approach is as follows. First, we make use of the spatial location information to
order the observations so that the corresponding precision matrix can be estimated
optimally. Once the ordering is determined, we reparameterize the precision matrix
using the modified Cholesky decomposition which helps to remove the positive defi-
nite constraint of the precision matrix (Huang et al., 2006; Levina and Zhu, 2006), and
then use the L1 penalized likelihood method to estimate elements in the decomposed
triangular matrix.
Ordering the observations is an important step for our estimation procedure of
the precision matrix since the likelihood procedure is not permutation invariant. In
this research, we propose an ordering strategy which uses the location information to
minimize the bandwidth of the decomposed triangular matrix of the precision matrix
for certain spatial autoregressive models. A decomposed triangular matrix with a
smaller bandwidth contains more zero elements. As a result, the corresponding L1
penalized likelihood procedure can be more effective since the L1 penalty encourages
shrinkage of some estimators to be exactly zero (Tibshirani, 1996; Fan and Li, 2001).
The standard L1 penalty uses the same weights for different parameters in the
penalty term, which may be too restrictive. Intuitively, different parameters should be
penalized differently according to their relative magnitude. Recent work on adaptive
LASSO suggests the advantage of weighted L1 penalty over the standard L1 penalty
using proper weights (Zou, 2006; Zhang and Lu, 2007). Using the spatial information
of the observations, we consider distance-based weights for the L1 penalty.
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The effectiveness of the proposed procedure has been demonstrated using both
simulated and real examples. Numerical results suggest that our ordering strategy
and the distance-based weights for the L1 penalty improve the efficiency of the esti-
mation procedure. Asymptotic results are obtained, which are also applicable for the
longitudinal setting. When the weights are properly chosen, the oracle properties for
our estimator can be established.
The remaining sections are organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the
penalized likelihood method based on the modified Cholesky decomposition for esti-
mating the precision matrix. Section 3 discusses the ordering issue and our algorithm
for ordering the spatial points. Section 4 gives the details of the algorithm for es-
timating the precision matrix, and the asymptotic results are presented in Section
5. Simulation studies are carried out in Section 6 to illustrate our method, and the
procedure is applied to a rainfall dataset in Section 7. We conclude the paper with
some discussion in Section 8.
2 Methodology
Let {Z(si, t) : i = 1, . . . , n; t = 1, . . . , T} be T copies of a non-stationary spatial
GMRF observed at location S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn}, Zi = (Z(si, 1), . . . , Z(si, T ))′ and
Z(t) = (Z(s1, t), . . . , Z(sn, t))
′. Typical data examples include disease counts, mor-
tality rates, air pollutants, and meteorological variables observed in both space and
time. In this paper we assume that Z(t) ∼ i.i.d.N(µ,ΣS), i.e., no temporal correla-
tion, and our objective is to estimate the spatial covariance matrix ΣS or its inverse
using Z(si, t). Since our focus is on estimating the covariance matrix, we assume
from now on that the dataset Z has been appropriately detrended so that µ = 0. We
will also use the notation Σ instead of ΣS for the spatial covariance matrix when no
confusion could arise.
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If there is temporal dependence between Z(si, t) and Z(si, t + k) but no spatial
dependence between Zi and Zj , such that Zi ∼ i.i.d.N(µ,Σ), then the data has the
same structure as the longitudinal data. Pourahmadi (1999) studied estimating the
temporal covariance ΣT using the modified Cholesky decomposition Σ
−1
T = LDL
′,
where L = {lij} is the unit lower triangular matrix and D is a diagonal matrix with
diagonal elements dt. It can be shown that estimating L and D is the same as fitting
the following autoregressive time-series model
Z(si, t) =
t−1∑
j=1
φtjZ(si, j) + ²i,t,
with φtj = −ltj and Var(²i,t) = dt. Since the modified Cholesky decomposition is
uniquely defined for any positive definite (P.D.) covariance matrix Σ, the problem of
modelling Σ under the P.D. constraint is translated to an easier problem of modelling
the autoregressive parameters ltj and dt, with dt > 0; t = 1, . . . , T , as the only
constraints. Huang et al. (2006) proposed a nonparametric method to model L and
D and estimate them using penalized likelihood methods.
A spatial analogue of the autoregressive time-series model is the simultaneously
specified spatial autoregressive model (Whittle, 1954; Ripley, 1981)
Z = BZ+ ², (1)
where B = {bij} is a matrix describing the spatial dependence with bii = 0 and
(I − B) nonsingular, and ² ∼ N(0, D), where D is a diagonal matrix with diagonal
elements di. Matrices B and D are related to Σ by Σ
−1 = (I−B)′D−1(I−B). Note
that B is in general not identifiable as the above decomposition of Σ−1 is not unique.
One specific spatial autoregressive model that has received considerable attention in
econometrics literature assumes B = ρW withW a given matrix (Ord, 1975; Smirnov
and Anselin, 2001; Lee, 2004).
In this paper we assume that Z forms a GMRF. Since the zero elements in Σ−1
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indicate conditional independence (Speed and Kiiveri, 1986), the corresponding Σ−1
for Z will be a sparse matrix. We use model (1) to model Σ−1, with the constraint
that B is a lower triangular matrix, i.e., bij = 0,∀i ≤ j. As noted before, this
constraint is not restrictive and makes B uniquely identifiable due to the fact that
there is a unique modified Cholesky decomposition Σ = LDL′ for any positive-definite
covariance matrix Σ. This constraint introduces an ordering in that the observations
are assumed to be dependent on the observations entered before them. Unlike the
longitudinal data considered in Pourahmadi (1999) and Huang et al. (2006), there is
no natural ordering for spatial data, and one can not interpret the elements in L the
same way as in the longitudinal case. We merely use L as a reparameterization for
getting efficient estimators of Σ, and make inference about conditional independence
structure only through Σ−1. When Σ−1 is sparse, different orderings may affect
performance of the procedure, and some are better than the others for estimating
Σ−1. We discuss the ordering issue in detail in Section 3.
Under model (1), the log likelihood function of Z is given by
l(B,D;Z) = T2 log |(I −B′)D−1(I −B)| −
1
2
T∑
t=1
Z(t)′(I −B′)D−1(I −B)Z(t)
= −T2
n∑
i=1
log di −
1
2
T∑
t=1
n∑
i=1
1
di
(Z(si, t)−
∑
j<i
bijZ(sj , t))
2. (2)
A direct maximization of (2) over B and D leads to an estimated Σ that is
equivalent to the commonly used sample covariance matrix, which is known to be
unstable for large covariance matrix. To explore the spatial structure in the data,
we propose to estimate L and D by minimizing the LASSO type penalized negative
likelihood function
−l(B,D;Z) + λ
∑
j<i
wij |bij |, (3)
where λ is the tuning parameter to be determined by certain model selection tech-
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niques (see Section 4), and wij ≥ 0 is the weight for the L1 penalty. The L1 penalty
is used to force the small elements in the estimated B to shrink to zero, which will
lead to a sparse estimated precision matrix of Σ−1. The weight wij can be chosen
to be inversely proportional to the distance between si and sj , or derived from the
sample covariance matrix to achieve the oracle property (see Section 5).
3 Ordering
Unlike time series/longitudinal data, there is no nature ordering for spatial data.
Since our procedure is not permutation invariant, the ordering of the data could have
a significant effect on the estimation. To exploit the location information, we would
like to keep points close in space also close in our ordering, and maintain the banding
structure in L. As we use the LASSO type penalty for parameter estimation, it is
natural to expect our procedure to work better if there are more zeros in the L matrix
so that the sparsity effect of the L1 penalty will be more useful. In this section we
propose several methods for finding good orderings of the data which can reduce the
non-zero elements in the L matrix of the Cholesky decomposition while keeping the
banded structure.
We begin by introducing some graph-theoretic notations and definitions. We
denote an undirected graph by G = (X,E), where X is the set of vertices of size n,
and E is the set of edges, which are unordered pairs of vertices. For any Y ⊂ X, we
denote the adjacent set of Y by Adj(Y ) = {x ∈ X\Y : {x, y} ∈ E for some y ∈ Y }.
When Y consists of a single vertex {y}, we will write adj(y) and refer to it as the
neighbor of vertex y. The degree of a vertex x in a set Y is defined as the number
|adj(x) ∩ Y |. An ordering α of G is a mapping of {1, 2, . . . , n} onto X. A graph G
with order α will be denoted as Gα = (Xα, E), with xαi as the ith element in X
α.
For any n× n symmetric matrix C with cij as its (i, j)th element, we can define
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an ordered graph Gα = (Xα, E) to represent its zero patterns, with Xα = {xαi , i =
1, 2, . . . , n}, and {xαi , xαj } ∈ E if and only if cij = cji 6= 0. The bandwidth of a matrix
C can be defined as β(C) = max{|i− j| : aij 6= 0}, and the bandwidth of an ordered
graph β(Gα) is the bandwidth of the matrix corresponding to Gα. We use β(G) to
denote the minimum bandwidth of β(Gα) among all ordering α.
Let C be the precision matrix Σ−1 of a spatial process Z observed at S =
(s1, s2, . . . , sn), and G
α the associated ordered graph describing the zero patterns
of Σ−1. The corresponding unordered graph G describes the conditional indepen-
dence structure of Z(s), with Z(si) and Z(sj), (si, sj) /∈ E conditionally independent
given adj(si). A change of ordering in S corresponds to a permutation of the rows and
columns in Σ−1 and a different ordering of G. The problem of finding good permu-
tations of a sparse symmetric matrix to reduce extra non-zero elements (i.e., fill-in)
in its Cholesky decomposition has been studied extensively in the numerical analysis
literature for the purpose of minimizing storage and speeding up computation. See
for example, George and Liu (1981); Duff et al. (1989). Our problem is similar to
theirs, but we need to determine the ordering before knowing the structure of the
sparse matrix Σ−1, which we try to estimate. Moreover, our ordering also needs to
preserve the distance information. Nevertheless these studies provide useful tools for
us to find good orderings once we have a good preliminary estimator of Σ−1.
To find a good ordering, we first define a natural spatial neighborhood structure
based on the Vornoi tessellation (Green and Sibson, 1978). Let S = (s1, s2, . . . , sn)
be the set of locations where the data are collected, R be the region of interest, and
si ∈ R for all i. The Vornoi tessellation divides R into n subregions Ri = {s ∈
R : ||s − si|| ≤ ||s − sj ||,∀j 6= i}. We define the neighbors of si as all sj ’s such
that Ri ∩Rj 6= ∅. This neighborhood structure can be represented by an undirected
graph G = (X,E), with the set of vertices X the same as S, and the set of edges E
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representing the neighborhood structure, with an edge between si and sj if and only
if they are neighbors.
Next we give an algorithm for ordering based on the natural spatial neighborhood
structure G. It is similar to the reverse Cuthill-Mckee algorithm (Cuthill and McKee,
1969; George and Liu, 1981) used in matrix theory to reduce the bandwidth of sparse
symmetric matrices, while we use the distance information in addition to the vertex
degree to order the points.
The Ordering Algorithm:
1. Find s∗ and s∗∗ such that ||s∗ − s∗∗|| = maxi,j ||si − sj ||.
2. Let s∗ be the first element of an ordered set Q, repeat the following steps for
i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1:
• Construct the set Ai = Adj(qi)\Q, the adjacency set of the ith element of
Q excluding the vertices that are already in Q, where qi denotes the i-th
element of Q.
• Sort elements in Ai first with ascending vertex degree inG\Q. For elements
with the same vertex degrees, sort with ascending distance to qi.
• Append Ai to the end of Q.
3. Repeat 2 with s∗∗ as the initial element in Q to get a second ordered set Q′.
4. Select among Q, Q′, and their reverse orderings the one that gives the least fill-in
in the symbolic Cholesky decomposition of the symmetric matrix corresponding
to G as the resulting ordering.
The intuition behind the ordering algorithm is that if the natural neighborhood
structure is the same or close to the real neighborhood structure of the GMRF, then
the ordering algorithm gives ordering which reduces the bandwidth of Σ−1. This in
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turn leads to more zeros in L. For one-dimensional spatial processes, the ordering
obtained by the ordering algorithm is the same natural ordering used for time series
data, which achieves the minimum bandwidth for Σ−1 and has the least fill-in for a
large class of GMRF models, including AR(k) processes.
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Figure 1: An example of the three orderings for 5 × 5 grids. Left: default ordering;
Middle: natural ordering; Right: minimum degree ordering.
Let Gm,n = (Xm,n, Em,n) be the graph of a regular m × n grids in R2
such that Xm,n = {(i, j) : i = 1, 2, . . . ,m; j = 1, 2, . . . , n} and Em,n =
{{(i, j), (i, j + 1)}, {(i, j), (i, j − 1)}, {(i, j), (i, j + 1)}, {(i, j), (i, j + 1)} : i =
1, 2, . . . ,m; j = 1, 2, . . . , n}. We define the default ordering αd for such a grid
as the one which orders (i, j) as the (i × n + j)th element. It is easy to check
that one of the eight equivalent orderings given by the ordering algorithm is
{(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), (1, 3), (2, 2), (3, 1), . . .}, which we will refer to as the natural
ordering αn. Figure 1 (left and middle plots) show examples of the default ordering
and the natural ordering for m = n = 5. It is easy to show that the bandwidths for
the default and natural ordering of Gm,n are m and min{m,n} respectively.
The following lemma and propositions reveal some properties of the default and
natural ordering. The proofs of the propositions involve standard induction arguments
and are omitted here.
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Lemma 1 β(Gm,n) = min{m,n}.
Proposition 1 There are at most m2n+mn−m2+m− 1 non-zero elements in the
symbolic Cholesky decomposition of matrix corresponding to G
αd
m,n.
Proposition 2 For m ≤ n, there are at most m2n+mn− 13m3+ 12m2− 76m non-zero
elements in the symbolic Cholesky decomposition of matrix corresponding to Gαnm,n.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the L matrix zero patterns of the stationary example in
Section 6 for the four orderings: default, natural, mindeg, and random.
From Lemma 1 we know that the natural ordering achieves the minimum band-
width. The default order also achieves the minimum bandwidth when m ≤ n. The
two propositions show that even though both orderings achieve the minimum band-
width, the natural ordering has smaller number of non-zero elements for large m and
n. For m = n large, natural ordering has approximately 1/3 less non-zero elements.
Numerical results show that both orderings give significantly smaller numbers of non-
zero elements compared with random ordering. For example, for G5,5, the L matrix
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from natural ordering has 115 non-zero elements, while for default ordering there are
129 non-zero elements, and the average non-zero elements for random ordering is 215.
We note that the general problem of finding the optimal ordering which min-
imizes the bandwidth or the fill-in in the Cholesky decomposition is NP-complete
(Papadimitriou, 1976; Yannakakis, 1981), and most available algorithms, such as var-
ious minimum degree and minimum local fill-in algorithms, are greedy algorithms
based on heuristics. Although these algorithms are typically more efficient in re-
ducing the fill-in than our algorithm, they do not use the location information, and
usually result in orderings that put spatially close points far away. The right panel
of Figure 1 gives an example of minimum degree ordering.
Figure 2 shows the L matrix zero patterns for the simulated stationary example
in Section 6, for the four orderings: default, natural, minimum degree, and random.
Random ordering generates significantly more nonzero elements in the L matrix.
Although minimum degree ordering produces marginally smaller number of zeros in
the L matrix compared to the default and natural ordering, it does not have the
banded structure and leads to inferior estimates of Σ−1 with the distance based
weighting (see more discussions on weighting in Sections 5 and 6). Thus we do not
pursuit it further in this paper.
4 Computational Algorithm
4.1 The Optimization Routine
To implement our method, we need to minimize the following objective function with
respect to (B,D):
T
2
n∑
i=1
log di +
1
2
T∑
t=1
n∑
i=1
1
di
(Z(si, t)−
∑
j<i
bijZ(sj , t))
2 + λ
∑
j<i
wij |bij |. (4)
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Note that for any give B, the minimizer of (4) can be obtained as
di =
1
T
T∑
t=1
(Z(si, t)−
∑
j<i
bijZ(sj , t))
2. (5)
For any give D, the function in (4) can be minimized by solving
min
{bij}
1
2
T∑
t=1
n∑
i=1
1
di
(Z(si, t)−
∑
j<i
bijZ(sj , t))
2 + λ
∑
j<i
wij |bij |. (6)
Notice that the first term in (6) is a quadratic function in bij . To deal with the
absolute function in the second term of (6), we introduce slack variables ξij ≥ 0 and
simplify problem (6) as
min
{bij}
1
2
T∑
t=1
n∑
i=1
1
di
(Z(si, t)−
∑
j<i
bijZ(sj , t))
2 + λ
∑
j<i
wijξij , (7)
subject to ξij ≥ bij , ξij ≥ −bij ;∀j < i. (8)
Problem (7) involves minimization of a quadratic function subject to linear con-
straints. Thus it is a quadratic programming (QP) problem and can be solved using
many routine optimization softwares. In this article, all examples were computed us-
ing the commercial optimization software CPLEX with the AMPL interface (Fourer
et al., 2003).
We minimize (4) via an iterative procedure. We first initialize B and D using
the solution of the unpenalized maximum likelihood estimator, i.e., the Cholesky
decomposition of the sample covariance matrix. Then we solve D in (5) and B in (6)
iteratively until convergence.
4.2 The Tuning Procedure
The minimizer of (4) depends on the value of λ. The bigger λ is, the more shrinkage
is performed on B. If λ = 0, it reduces to the regular maximum likelihood procedure.
If λ = ∞, it implies bij = 0. In general, there is an optimal λ ≥ 0 which gives the
best balance between data fitting in terms of likelihood and shrinkage.
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For a given λ, we denote the corresponding covariance estimator as Σˆλ. In the
ideal case, if we knew the true Σ, we can compare Σˆλ with Σ and find the λ whose
corresponding estimator is the closest to Σ. There are many different measures to
qualify difference of two matrices. In this paper, we use the commonly used entropy
criterion
Ent(Σ, Σˆλ) = tr(Σ
−1Σˆλ)− log(Σ−1Σˆλ)− n. (9)
Clearly, Σ is not available for evaluation and we need to utilize model selection
techniques such as AIC, BIC, and validation/cross validation. To use validation, for a
given λ, we evaluate the corresponding covariance estimator Σˆλ on a separate dataset.
Suppose we have a training set and a validation set. Once we get Σˆλ using the training
set, we can compare it with the estimator Σˆv (such as the sample covariance matrix)
from the validation set and find the λ so that Σˆλ and Σˆv are the closest. In this way,
we hope to get Σˆλ that can generalize well for new data. For cases where a validation
set is not available such as many real applications, we propose to use K-fold cross
validation (CV) with K = 5 or 10.
One can also use other existing model selection methods including AIC and BIC
to choose λ. More discussions can be found in Section 6.
5 Asymptotic Properties
In this section, we study the asymptotic behavior of our proposed estimators. In
particular, we derive asymptotic theories analogous to that of Knight and Fu (2000)
in the least squares regression setting. This type of asymptotic theories was also
studied in Yuan and Lin (2007); Zou (2006).
Consider the following objective function for minimization:
LT (B,D;Z) = log |D|+
1
T
T∑
t=1
Z(t)′(I −B′)D−1(I −B)Z(t) + λ
∑
j<i
wij |bij |. (10)
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Note that 1T
∑T
t=1 Z(t)
′(I−B′)D−1(I−B)Z(t) = tr((I−B′)D−1(I−B) 1T
∑T
t=1 Z(t)Z(t)
′) =
tr((I − B′)D−1(I − B)A¯), where A¯ = 1T
∑T
t=1 Z(t)Z(t)
′. Then (10) can be reduced
to
LT (B,D;Z) = log |D|+ tr((I −B′)D−1(I −B)A¯) + λ
∑
j<i
wij |bij |, (11)
where B is a lower triangular matrix andD is a diagonal matrix with positive diagonal
elements. Denote (Bˆ, Dˆ), having the same form as that of (B,D), as the minimizer
of (11).
The following theorem characterizes the asymptotic behavior of the estimator
(Bˆ, Dˆ) with equal weights wij = 1.
Theorem 1 If
√
Tλ → λ0 ≥ 0 as T → ∞ and wij = 1 for j < i, the estimator
(Bˆ, Dˆ) of (10) satisfies that
(
√
T (Bˆ −B),
√
T (Dˆ −D))→d argmin{UB,UD}V (UB , UD), (12)
where UB is a lower triangular matrix and UD is a diagonal matrix with positive
diagonal elements, and V (UB , UD) =
−tr(UDD−1UDD−1)+tr(UW )+λ0
∑
j<i
(UB(i, j)sign(bij)I(bij 6= 0)+|UB(i, j)|I(bij = 0)),
with U = −(I−B)′D−1UDD−1(I−B)−U
′
BD
−1(I−B)−(I−B)′D−1UB, W a ran-
dom symmetric n×n matrix satisfying that vec(W ) ∼ N(0,Λ), and Λ = Cov(vec(W ))
such that Cov(wij , wkl) = Cov(Z(si)Z(sj), Z(sk)Z(sl)).
We now consider the asymptotic behavior of weighted L1 penalty. Consider wij =
1/b˜ij , where b˜ij satisfies
√
T (b˜ij − bij)→ 0 in probability.
Theorem 2 Denote (Bˆ, Dˆ) as the minimizer of (11). Assume
√
Tλ→ 0 and Tλ→
∞ as T → ∞ and wij = 1/b˜ij for j < i with
√
T (b˜ij − bij) → 0 in probability, then
we can conclude that
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(1). P (bˆij = 0)→ 1 if bij = 0;
(2). Dˆ and the nonzero bˆij’s have the same asymptotic distribution as the maxi-
mum likelihood estimators.
Theorem 2 implies that if the weights in the penalty term are properly chosen,
the minimizers have the so called oracle property (Fan and Li, 2001). Specifically,
bˆij = 0 is zero asymptotically with probability one if the true bij is zero. For other
parameters D and nonzero bij , they can be estimated as well as the usual maxi-
mum likelihood estimators. Therefore, asymptotically, the weighted penalty helps
to recover the sparsity pattern in B without sacrificing estimation accuracy of other
non-zero parameters.
6 Simulations
In this section, we use simulation to evaluate the performance of our shrinkage esti-
mator of the precision matrix. Four orderings and two weightings for the shrinkage
estimator are considered. They are compared with the maximum likelihood estimator
of the precision matrix, as well as estimators based on the parametric spatial model.
We use the entropy criterion in (9) to measure how close the true and the estimated
precision matrices are.
Two dependence structures are considered in the simulation. For the first example
we assume a stationary Gaussian Markov random field on a 5 × 5 grid, with each
observation (not on the boundary) conditionally dependent on only the four nearest
neighbors. For the second example, we consider a non-stationary GMRF on a 5 × 5
grid, with the size of the neighborhood varying spatially. The zero patterns of the
two precision matrices are given in Figure 3.
We first compare the performance of validation with AIC and BIC for selecting
the tuning parameter λ. Figure 4 shows the validation approach selects a λ which
15
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Figure 3: Plots of zero patterns of the two precision matrices corresponding to the
stationary and nonstationary simulated examples in Section 6.
is very close to the optimal λ. AIC selects a slightly smaller λ than the true one.
In contrast, BIC selects a larger λ, resulting in a sparser estimated covariance ma-
trix. This is consistent with the common wisdom that BIC tends to choose more
parsimonious models (Hastie et al., 2001). Since validation works the best here for
selecting tuning parameters, we used separate validation datasets to choose λ for our
simulation studies.
Next we simulate data under the stationary GMRF model, and compare the per-
formance of penalized likelihood (PLIK) approach with that of sample covariance (SC)
and model-based geostatistical approach assuming a stationary exponential (EXP)
model. For comparison, we use both the entropy criterion as well as the percentage
of correctly identified zeros and non-zeros in the precision matrix. For the PLIK
approach, we compare the performance of four orderings (default, natural, minimum
degree, and random) and two weightings (constant and distance weighting). Sample
sizes 50 and 100 are considered. The results are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2,
and we have the following observations:
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Figure 4: Comparison of different methods for selecting the tuning parameter λ.
Solid line: entropy with true Σ; dotted line: AIC; dashed line: BIC; dash-dotted line:
entropy with Σˆ from the validating data.
1. In terms of entropy criterion, the PLIK approach gives covariance estimators
which are much better than the SC. The model-based geostatistical approach
gives overall the best results. This is not surprising as the data are simulated
from a stationary model. It is worth noting that both SC and the model-based
geostatistical approach can not correctly identify any zeros in the precision
matrix.
2. The distance based weighting is better than the constant weighting by a large
margin. The same pattern also holds for simulations under the nonstationary
model (not reported in the paper). For spatial problems we recommend the
use of distance based weighting unless other reliable estimators are available to
derive the weights.
3. For distance based weighting, the default and natural orderings give better
results than the random or minimum degree orderings in terms of both the
entropy criterion and the percentage of correct zero/non-zero entries. There
17
PLIK, ordering
Default Natural Mindeg Random SC EXP
n=50 CW 3.33(.07) 3.34(.07) 3.41(.08) 3.44(.07) 19.35 (.45) 0.10 (.01)
DW 2.24(.06) 2.23(.06) 2.35(.06) 2.35(.06) - -
n=100 CW 1.72(.04) 1.72(.04) 1.76(.04) 1.79(.04) 5.21 (.09) 0.08 (.00)
DW 1.10(.03) 1.15(.03) 1.25(.03) 1.21(.03) - -
Table 1: Entropy measure for different estimation methods. Results are based on 100
replications simulated from the stationary GMRF model. Default, natural, mindeg,
and random represent PLIK estimators based on the four corresponding orderings
described in Section 3. CW and DW represent constant weighting and distance
weighting respectively. The numbers in parentheses are the standard errors.
Default Natural Mindeg Random
n=50 CZ 0.82(.01) 0.81(.00) 0.70(.01) 0.73(.01)
CN 0.74(.00) 0.53(.01) 0.45(.01) 0.46(.00)
n=100 CZ 0.77(.01) 0.79(.00) 0.49(.01) 0.62(.01)
CN 0.77(.00) 0.56(.00) 0.58(.00) 0.52(.00)
Table 2: Comparison of zero patterns for the four orderings. Results are based on 100
replications simulated from the stationary GMRF model. Default, natural, mindeg,
and random represent PLIK estimators based on the four corresponding orderings
described in Section 3. CZ and CN represent percentages of correctly identified zeros
and non-zeros in the precision matrix respectively by each method. The numbers in
parentheses are the standard errors.
is no significant difference between default and natural orderings in terms of
the entropy criterion and correct zeros, while the default ordering gives higher
percentage of correct non-zeros. For regularly spaced data we recommend the
default ordering when using the PLIK approach. When the data are observed
from irregularly spaced locations and no default ordering is available, the natural
ordering is recommended.
Last we present simulation results for the non-stationary GMRF model in Table
3. Sample sizes 50, 100, and 200 are considered, and we again compare the pro-
posed PLIK method with the SC and the model-based geostatistical approach (under
the stationarity assumption) using the entropy criterion. The percentage of correct
18
PLIK SC EXP
n=50 Entropy 1.47(0.04) 18.98(0.36) 3.26 (0.01)
CZ 0.93(0.00) 0.00(0.00) 0.00 (0.00)
CN 0.60(0.00) 1.00(0.00) 1.00 (0.00)
n=100 Entropy 0.84(0.01) 5.17(0.06) 3.22 (0.00)
CZ 0.85(0.00) 0.00(0.00) 0.00 (0.00)
CN 0.72(0.00) 1.00(0.00) 1.00 (0.00)
n=200 Entropy 0.46(0.01) 2.06(0.02) 3.21 (0.00)
CZ 0.80(0.00) 0.00(0.00) 0.00 (0.00)
CN 0.77(0.00) 1.00(0.00) 1.00 (0.00)
Table 3: Simulation results for non-stationary GMRF. Results are based on 100
replications simulated from the non-stationary GMRF model. PLIK represents the
penalized likelihood estimator based on the default ordering. CZ and CN represent
percentages of correctly identified zeros and non-zeros in the precision matrix respec-
tively by each method. The numbers in parentheses are the standard errors.
zero/nonzero entries are also reported. For all sample sizes considered, the entropy
criterion for our PLIK approach are much smaller than that of the other two ap-
proaches. The PLIK approach also correctly identifies most zero elements in the
precision matrix, which is useful for identifying the neighborhood structure for the
GMRF model. The comparison between different orderings and weightings for the
PLIK approach is omitted, since it is similar to that of the stationary case.
7 Real Application
In this section we apply our methodology to an annual rainfall dataset in the east-
ern US. We first estimate the inverse covariance matrix and examine the estimated
conditional independence structure. Next we compare the prediction performance
using our estimated covariance matrix with several other methods to demonstrate
the advantage of our method.
We chose the study region to be between latitude 38.5 and 41.5 and longitude
-84.8 and -80.5, which includes 36 stations and cover the state of Ohio and some
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surrounding area. The time period of the data is between 1960 and 1999. Detailed
documentation of the complete dataset can be found in Groisman (2000). For each
station data we subtracted the mean over the 40 years and model the difference as a
Gaussian random process. A look at the normal quantile plots shows that the data are
mostly consistent with the Gaussian assumption, with less than 0.5% possible outliers.
We use robust measures to compare different prediction methods, which reduces the
influence of the outliers. An examination of the autocorrelation and cross correlation
of the observations at different stations reveals no significant time dependence, thus we
model the observations from each year as independent realizations of the same process
with a different mean. We further assume that the annual rainfall at any stations are
conditionally independent with annual rainfall at other stations conditional on the
rainfall at neighboring stations, i.e., the precision matrix Σ−1 is sparse. We estimate
Σ−1 using the method described in Section 2, the zero pattern of which gives an
estimated neighborhood structure. Both BIC criterion and cross-validation indicate
that the best λ is between 15 and 30, and we use λ = 18.3 for estimating Σ, which
minimizes the BIC criterion.
Figure 5 shows three examples of estimated neighborhood structures. It is worth
noting that the neighborhood structure is neither homogenous across space nor
isotropic. An independent estimate of the variance at each location also indicates
strong nonstationarity in space. Thus a stationary spatial AR model would not
fit the data well. The fact that most neighborhood structures are wider in the
north-south direction can be partially explained by the local geology.
One important objective of estimating the spatial covariance matrix is for spatial
prediction. Thus one can compare different estimates of covariance matrix by com-
paring their corresponding prediction performance. Here we use spatial prediction to
compare three methods for estimating the covariance matrix: our PLIK estimator,
20
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Figure 5: Examples of neighborhood structure. Conditional on observations at the
blue dots, the observation at the red triangle is independent of the observations at
the black crosses.
SC, and EXP. For each year, we estimate the covariance matrix using the rest of the
data, and predict at each location using the rest of the data at that year and the
estimated covariance matrix. Kriging is used as the prediction method. As a bench-
mark we also include the prediction performance of a model-free method using inverse
distance weighted average (IDWA). The mean square prediction error (MSPE) is com-
puted for each location across forty years, and the median MSPE across all locations
are reported in Table 4. When we are estimating parameters for the stationary expo-
nential model, it is such a bad fit for the data that the maximum likelihood method
often runs into numerical problems, and we reported the result with the parameter
which minimizes the median MSPE. Among all the methods, the prediction using
covariance matrix estimated by our PLIK method is the best, and it is substantially
better than the SC.
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PLIK SC EXP IDWA
median MSPE 2.31 8.08 2.43 2.64
Table 4: Comparison of prediction performance
8 Discussion
In this paper, we propose a nonparametric approach to estimate covariance matrix
for GMRF models. A LASSO type penalized likelihood method is considered. Since
the method is not permutation invariant, several ordering schemes are considered
using the spatial locations of observations to maximize the estimation accuracy of
the method. In order to recover the structure of the decomposed triangular matrix,
a weighted L1 penalty with weights chosen using the location information of the
observations has been proposed. Both theoretical and numerical studies show that
the proposed method performs competitively.
In our algorithm, estimating B involves a QP problem. Although standard QP
solvers can be used for solving moderate size problems, more efficient algorithms are
needed to handle large-scale spatial problems. The recent LARS algorithm (Efron
et al., 2004) may be extended here and deserves further exploration.
Our proposed method is developed under the assumption of GMRF models. Even
when the spatial processes are not exactly GMRFs, it is natural to expect the condi-
tional dependence between sites that are far away to be very small, and the LASSO-
type estimator could be more efficient than the common likelihood estimator with
a small sample size, and leads to better prediction as is demonstrated in the data
example in Section 7. Rue and Tjelmeland (2002) showed empirically that GMRFs
approximation to general Gaussian random fields can be surprisingly good. The zeros
in the estimated Σ−1 can also be used to identify the neighborhood structure of the
process and help build a more structured spatial covariance model.
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The current setting assumes no temporal correlation and estimates the spatial
covariance only. In some situations, modelling both temporal and spatial correlations
can be beneficial. As future research work, we will generalize the proposed method
for estimating temporal and spatial covariance matrices simultaneously.
Appendix
Proof of Lemma 1: WLOG, assume m ≤ n. Since β(Gαn) = m, we only need
to show β(G) ≥ m for any α. This can be proved by contradiction. Since β(G) ≥
maxkmin|Y |=k,Y⊂X |∂Y | (Chinn et al. (1982), Theorem 2), if β(G) < m, then for
any k, there exists Y ⊂ X s.t. |Y | = k, |∂Y | < m. However, for |∂Y | = m′ < m,
|Y | ≤ m′(m′−1)/2 or |Y | ≥ nm−m′(m′−1)/2. Thus for k between m(m−1)/2+1
and mn−m(m− 1)/2− 1 there is no Y such that |Y | = k and |∂Y | < m. Therefore
β(G) ≥ m.
Proof of Theorem 1: Define VT (UB , UD) by
LT (B + UB/
√
T ,D + UD/
√
T ;Z)− LT (B,D;Z) = E1 + E2 + E3, (13)
where E1 = log |D + UD/
√
T | − log |D|, E2 = tr((I − (B + UB/
√
T )′)(D +
UD/
√
T )−1(I − (B + UB/
√
T ))A¯) − tr((I − B′)D−1(I − B)A¯), and E3 =
λ
∑
j<i(|bij + UB(i, j)/
√
T | − |bij |). Then it is easy to see that VT (UB , UD) is
minimized at (
√
T (Bˆ −B),√T (Dˆ −D)).
Note that E1 = log |I + UDD−1/
√
T | = tr(UDD
−1)√
T
− tr(UDD
−1UDD−1)
T + o(
1
T ),
where tr(·) denotes the trace of a matrix.
To simplify E2, we first note that
(D + UD/
√
T )−1 = D−1(I + UDD−1/
√
T )−1
= D−1 −D−1UDD−1/
√
T + o(1/T ).
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Consequently, we have
(I − (B + UB/
√
T )′)(D + UD/
√
T )−1(I − (B + UB/
√
T )
= ((I −B′)− U ′B/
√
T )(D−1 −D−1UDD−1/
√
T + o(1/T ))((I −B)− UB/
√
T )
= (I −B)′D−1(I −B) + 1√
T
U + o( 1T ),
where U = −(I−B)′D−1UDD−1(I−B)−U
′
BD
−1(I−B)− (I−B)′D−1UB . Thus,
E2 can be simplified as
1√
T
tr(UA¯) + o( 1T ) =
1√
T
tr(U(A¯− Σ)) + 1√
T
tr(UΣ) + o( 1T ).
Since Σ = (I −B)−1D(I −B′)−1, we have
tr(UΣ) = tr(−D−1UD)− tr(U
′
B(I −B
′
)−1)− tr(UB(I −B)−1).
Note that both B and UB are lower triangular matrices, thus we have tr(U
′
B(I −
B
′
)−1) = tr(UB(I −B)−1) = 0. This implies that tr(UΣ) = −tr(UDD−1).
For E3, notice that the sign of bij + UB(i, j)/
√
T is determined by that of bij as
T becomes sufficiently large. Consequently, E3 can be simplified as
E3 =
λ√
T
∑
j<i
(UB(i, j)sign(bij)I(bij 6= 0) + |UB(i, j)|I(bij = 0)).
Using the simplifications of E1, E2, and E3, TVT (UB , UD) can be simplified as
−tr(UDD−1UDD−1)+tr(UWT )+
√
Tλ
∑
j<i
(UB(i, j)sign(bij)I(bij 6= 0)+|UB(i, j)|I(bij = 0))+o(1),
where WT =
√
T (A¯− Σ)→ N(0,Λ) as T →∞. Since √Tλ→ λ0, TVT (UB , UD)→
V (UB , UD) in distribution. The desired result then follows.
Proof of Theorem 2: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1. Define
TVT (UB , UD) by
T (LT (B + UB/
√
T ,D + UD/
√
T ;Z)− LT (B,D;Z)) = T (E1 + E2 + E3), (14)
where E1, E2 are defined as in the proof of Theorem 1 and TE3 = Tλ
∑
j<i b˜
−1
ij (|bij+
UB(i, j)/
√
T | − |bij |).
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We only need to simplify TE3. First consider the case that bij 6= 0. Since the
sign of bij + UB(i, j)/
√
T is determined by that of bij as T becomes sufficiently
large, then
√
T (|bij + UB(i, j)/
√
T | − |bij |) = UB(i, j)sign(bij). This, together with
the fact that
√
Tλ → 0 and √T (b˜ij − bij) →P 0 as T → ∞, we have TE3 =
√
Tλ
∑
j<i b˜
−1
ij UB(i, j)sign(bij)→P 0.
When bij = 0,
√
T (|bij + UB(i, j)/
√
T | − |bij |) = |UB(i, j)| and
√
T b˜ij = OP (1).
Moreover, Tλ → ∞ as T → ∞. Thus, TE3 = Tλ
∑
j<i
1√
T b˜ij
|UB(i, j)| →d ∞ as
T →∞.
Therefore, the minimizer of TVT (UB , UD) satisfies that UB(i, j) = 0 if bij = 0
with probability tending to 1. For the nonzero bij ’s and D,
(
√
T (Bˆ −B),
√
T (Dˆ −D))→d argmin{UB,UD} − tr(UDD
−1UDD−1) + tr(UWT ),(15)
where the minimum is taken over all lower triangular matrices UB ’s with the ij-th
element being 0 if bij = 0. The desired results then follow.
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